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Effective Area Calculations
PFSF F-16

Wing span. WS:
Cot theta =
Skid distance, S

32.7 feet
8.4 (take off)

246 feet (take off)

Effective Area =
Aeff = Af + As
Af = (R + WS)H'Cot theta + (2'L WS)IR + L'W
As = (WS+R)'S

Cask Storage Facility

Width W = 685 feet
Length L = 690 feet
Height H = 19.6 feet
Diagonal Length R = (LA2 + WA2)AO.5
R = 972.2783

165459.6 +
669902.3 sq ft

247224.7 sq ft

917126.9 sq ft

31792.66 + 472650
= 0.024029 sq miles

= 0.008868 sq miles

= 0.032897 sq miles

Cannister Transfer Building

Width W = 65 feet
Length L = 260 feet
Height H = 90 feet
R = 268.0019

227330.6 +
248354.7 sq ft
73972.68 sq ft
322327.3 sq ft

4124.07 + 16900
= 0.008908 sq miles
2 0.002B53 sq miles
= 0.011582 sq miles

8-Aug-99
1000 Casks

Af =
Af =

As =

Aeff =

Af =
Af =
As =
Aeff =



Effective Area Calculations
PFSF F-16

11-' Wing span. WS:
Cot theta =
Skid distance. S

32.7 feet
8.4 (take off)
246 feet (take off)

Effective Area =
Aeff = Af + As
Af = (R + WS)'H*Cot theta + (2*L"WS)/R + LW
As = (WS+R) S

Cask Storage Facility

Width W =
Length L =
Height H =
Diagonal Length
R =

Af =
Af =

As =

Aeff =

1520 feet
690 feet
19.6 feet

R = (LA2 + WA2)AO.5
1669.281

280214.2 +
1370105 sq ft

418887.4 sq f

1788792 sq ft

41090.45 1048800
- 0.049146 sq miles

= 0.01 5018 sq miles

= 0.084184 sq miles

Cannister Transfer Building

Width W =
Length L =
Height H =
R =

65 feet
260 feet

90 feet
268 D019

227330.8 +
248354.7 sq ft
73972.68 sq ft
322327.3 sq ft

4124.076 + 16900
= 0.008908 sq miles
= 0.002653 sq miles
= 0.011582 sq miles

8-Aug-99
2000 Casks

Af =
Af =
As =
Aeff =



Effective Area Calculations
PFSF F-16

Wing span. WS:
Cot theta =
Skid distance S

32.7 feet
8.4 (take off)

246 feet (take off)

Effective Area =
Aeff = Af + As
Af = (R WS)H'Cot theta + (2'LWWS)/R + LW
As = (WS+R)'S

Cask Storage Facility

Width W = 1520 feet
Length L = 1170 feet
Height H = 19.6 feet
Diagonal Length R = (LA2 + WA2)AO.5
R = 1918.15

321188 +
2160223 sq ft

479909.1 sq ft

2640132 sq ft

60635.17 + 1778400
= 0.077487 sq miles

0.017214 sq miles

0.094702 sq miles

Cannister Transfer Building

65 feet
280 feet

90 feet
288.0019

227330.6
248354.7
73972.88
322327.3

sq f
sq ft
sq ft

4124.07 + 16900
= 0.008908 sq miles
= 0.002B53 sq miles
= 0.01582 sq miles

8-Aug-99
3000 Casks

Af =
Af =

As =

Aeff =

Width W =
Length L =
Height H =
R =

Af =
Af =
As =
Aeff =



Effective Area Calculations
PFSF F-16

Wing span, WS:
Cot theta =
Skid distance. S

8-Aug-99
4000 Casks

32.7 feet
8.4 (take off)
246 feet (take off)

Effective Area =
Aeff = Af + As
Af = (R + WS)'H*Cot theta + (2'LWWS)/R + L*W
As = (WS+R)-S

Cask Storage Facility

Width W =
Length L =
Height H =
Diagonal Length R
R =

Af =
Af =

As =

Aeff =

1520 feet
1590 feet
19.6 feet

= (LA2 + WA2)AO.5

2199.659

367535.6 +
2856192 sq ft

549160.3 sq ft

3405352 sq ft

71856.01 + 2416800
= 0.102452 sq miles

0.019698 sq miles

0.12215 sq miles

Cannister Transfer Building

Width W = 65 feet
Length L = 260 feet
Height H = 90 feet
R = 268.0019

Af =
Af =
As =
Aeff =

227330.6
248354.7
73972.68
322327.3

sqft
sqft
sqft

4124.07 + 16900
= 0.008908 sq miles
= 0.002653 sq miles
= 0.011562 sq miles
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WEAPONS TESTING ON THE UTTR
SOUTH RANGE

L.WEAPONS SYSTEM EVALUATION PROGRAM (WSEP) Nicknamed 'Combat Hammer": This
program is held annually during a two week period normallv in Mav or June. Combat Hammer is desiened
to evaluate weapon system combinations from buildup through impact. Aircraft from all United States Air
Bases, both continental U.S. and overseas mav be involved. Aircraft include F-I 5E. F-16. F- I ,7 A-10. B-I
and the B-52. The Mav 1997 WSEP was the largest WSEP effort in history. It involved over 400 people.
'6 sorties. 56 aircraft and 167 weapon employment's.

W eapon Svstems Evaluated by type and average number each vear:

a. GBU -10/12/24/27 4 - 60 weapons (inert warhead)
b. GBU-15 6 - 12 weapons (inert warhead)
c. AGM-142 2 weapons (inert and live warhead)
d. AGM-65 40 - 60 weapons (Live warhead)
e. AGM-130 2 - 6 weapons (inert warhead)
f. AGMNI-88 2 - 21 weapons (inert warhead)
g. AGM-86 3 - 4 weapons (inert warhead)
h. AGM-86C I - 2 weapons (live warhead)
i. AGM-129 3 - 4 weapons (inert warhead)

.NOTE: Weapon svstems indicated in bold have a Flight Termination Svstem (FTS) installed. Weapon
systems that have a capability of exceeding range boundaries are required to have an FTS installed prior to
testing on the UTTR. Additional information pertaining to FTS requirements are identified in the
388RANS Supplements I & 2 to AFI 13-212. The FTS systems are designed to destruct the weapon and
terminate the weapon flight path. on command, in the event of a weapon anomaly from the Mission Control
Room at Hill AFB. Averages of three AGM-88s are destructed each year during the WSEP deplovment.
The UTTR has never experienced a FTS failure.

The normal range ingress is as follows:
a. Aircraft emploving AGM-88s depart Hill AFB and proceed direct to the Delta VORTAC and enter the
Sevier "B" MOA and then direct to R-6405 and dedicated targets located in R-6407,R-6406.

b. Aircraft emploving AGM-65s depart Hill AFB and proceed direct to the Delta VORTAC and enter the
Sevier "B" MOA and then enter the range via Sevier MOAs (SKULL VALLEY) to R-6406 and dedicated
targets in R-6406 or direct from the Delta VORTAC to R-6405 and dedicated targets located in R-6406.
Aircraft transitioning over Skull Valley include F- I S, F- 16 and A-I 0. Normal flow is eight aircraft per hour
during a two hour period range period Monday-Thursday, WSEP Deployment. Each aircraft will carry a
maximum of rwo live AGM-65 missiles. Altirude is from 5,000 to 10,000 feet above ground level.

c. Aircraft employing GBU-10/12/15/24/27s or AGM-130s depart Hill AFB and proceed direct to the Delta
VORTAC and enter the Sevier "B" MOA and then enter the range via Sevier MOAs (SKULL VALLEY)
to R-6406 and dedicated targets in R-6407. Aircraft transitioning over Skull Valley include F- 15, F- 16. F-
117 and A- O. Normal flow is eight aircraft per hour during a two-hour period range period, Monday-
Thursday WSEP Deployment. Each aircrat will carry a maximum of two inert GBU/AGM-130 weapons.
Altitude is from 5,000 to 10,000 feet above ground level.

d. Aircraft (B-52) employing AGM-142 depart their homebase and proceed direct to the UTTR via flight
plan routes and enter the range from low level flight routes terminating on entry into the range via R-6405
or R-6406.

The normal range egress is as follows:
All aircraft staging out of Hill AFB depart R-6406 direct to Hill AFB as assigned by Clover Control.
Aircraft departing for home base depart R-6406 as assigned by flight plan routing.



5. AGM-86 Air Launched Cruise M4issile (ALCW)
The ALCM is an autonomous guided weapon system. Flight profiies varyv but generallv utilize all

restricted areas and MOA's in the south range. Missile profiles that transit from the south range to the north
range MOA's (Lucin) exist, but are rarelv flown. Flight times var, depending on profile. but generallv lasr
3 to 3.5 hours.

6. AGM-86C Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missile (CALCW
_ALCM variant equipped with a live conventional warhead flight profiles allow it to flv only in restricted
airspace and only over DOD withdrawn lands. Flight time is approximately 1.5 hours.

. AGM-129 Advanced Cruise Missile (ACM)
Improved version of the ALCM Flight profiles varv but generallv utilize all restricted areas and MOA's in

the south range. Missile profiles that transit from the south range to the north range MOA's (Lucin) exist.
but are rarelv flown. Flight times varv depending on the profile, but generallv last 4 to 5 hours.

8. "Hanzine BombsW
All weapons testing conducted on the UTR go through a comprehensive safetv review and risk anavsis.
Footprints are established using guidelines in AFI 13-212. volumes 1-111 or as provided bv the customer.
The 388RANS establish Shootcones/Release boxes and all aircraft must adhere to safetv parameters
established. Currently all non-FTS equipped weapon Shootcones,Release boxes are within restricted
airspace over Department of Defense (DOD) owned lands. "Hl,NG BOMB" procedures are conducted in
accordance with aircraft Technical Orders (TOs) and applicable AFIs. Test procedures are contained in the
388RANS supplement to AFI 13-212.

9. Probabilitv of an unintentional release of live ordnance at any given location in Skull Valley and at
the Skull Vallev Reservation.

No aircraft overflving the Skull Vallev are allowed to have their armament switches in a release capable
mode. All switches are "Safe" until inside DOD land boundaries. The UTTR has not experienced an
unanticipated munitions release outside of designated launchdrop,shoot boxes.

10. Run-in headines for weapons testins.
Each weapon tested on the UTTR has a run-in heading established during the safery review process.
Footprints, time of fall, altitude at release and release airspeed dictate the headings allowed. No run-in
headings are currently over the Skull Valley area.

NOTE.
The information provided is based on our assumption that the main areas of interest would be the Southern
UTTR ranges. The southern ranges consist of R-6402, R-6405, R-6406. R-6407 and the Sevier A. B. C. and
D MOA's

i
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EXECUTIVE SUMARY

Information on the location of aircraft
accidents/incidents in the airport vicinity in relation to
runways has many applications. It is useful to persons
involved in the planning and design of an airport and its
surrounding areas, as well as those responsible for
day-to-day airport operations.

The location of an aircraft involved in an accident or
incident may be documented by the National Transportation
Safety Board and the Federal Aviation Administration during
the course of their investigation. When available, it will
appear in the record of the individual investigation.
However, this location information is not available from
either of these agencies in a summary form.

This study was undertaken to compile in one document the
location relative to the runway of these accidents/incidents
for aircraft involved in commercial air transportation in the
United States. Since it is intended that this information
will be used mainly to make decisions on individual airports,
no attempt was made to reach conclusions or make
recommendations based on the data.

The National Transportation Safety Board's dockets of
commercial aircraft accidents/incidents that occurred from
1978 to 1987 were reviewed to determine the aircraft location.
This review was limited to aircraft operating under Part 121,
Part 129, and Part 135 of the Federal Aviation Regulations;
only scheduled operations were examined under Part 135.

The accidents/incidents used for this study were
categorized as undershoots, landings off the runway, veeroffs,
overruns, and other in the vicinity of the airport. The
aircraft location was recorded in terms of the distance along
the runway centerline or extended centerline (X distance) and
the perpendicular distance from the centerline or extended
centerline (Y distance.)

Appendix 1 provides an explanation of the methodology
used to identify applicable accidents/incidents and to
determine the aircraft location. Appendix 2 provides a
listing of all the accidents/incidents included in this study,
while additional appendices list the accidents/incidents in
each category.
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ABSTRACT
The close prxiinity of airpors and air navigation

facilities o certain ground facilities have been perceived to
be serious hazard to the public becaue of the cfarities or
the large number of people associted with that facility.
Examples of aviation thrsts to ground facilities are the
eollocation of sveral large co tmercial sopping malls
nwar the approach and departre rutes of nearby irporu,
such as the Easidge Mall in Sa-n Jose, CA, located nr the
Reid.Hillview genal aviation airort, and the Sun Vallev
Mill in Concord, CA, locatcd n Buchanan Fied which
serves gcral ad commercial aviation trfic. Although
the possibility of an aircraft crashing and hitving a
particular building or faciliy nay be quite mal, the
r:sult are perecived to be sous enough to warant
additional attention.

A previous ps [We. 1 described how the risk due to
aviatio tic near ground facilities has b deternied
in the past and how tisi nik determination could be
improved by focusin; on the tcmal trac pans near te
facility under utiny. Tbis paper will ed the concepts
presented in the previous paper by the appbcaui=o of these
concept to a limited mnple sitta. The arport cbos
for this example application is the Salt Lake City
Intemational Airport locasd now Salt Lake City, Utah. Thi
situation will be aalyzed troh the use of a catory of

computes softwu called a Geographical Informauon

Sy i or G.IS.

Among th feanmr of a G.I.S tha lads itself to the

evaltiton of risks is i ability to mnag le aounts of

information through the usc of its database managcr.
Becase aircraif crashes, even those involving eneral
aviation, a raiively uncommon eents a probabilistic
rick aalysis must be accomplished in order to develop
realisric nsk estimates without undue conservatism
included. In order to develop the probabilistic
disibutiou t3t the vanou models uscd to estimrate hc
rik of acraft crashes requ , a large amount of data must
be pat=sd, organized. and modified to a fom sumabic for a
G.I.S. This paper will describe the data required to ;alculate
the aircraft nk to ground facilities, whert that data can be
obtained, and how it can bc orgazcd and modified for use
by a G.I.S. The description of the GI.IS. nd how it
manipulates the data to present the results gphucally will
be prI d another pap [Rcf. 3]

INTRODUCTION
Th close proximity of airports and air nvigation

facilmies Lo crtain round facilities have be= perceived to
be a eious hazard to the public becaus of the acuvities or
the le number of people aociated with that facility.
Exsmples of aviaton thrt to gound facilities arm he
collocation of sevaraL large comercial shopping malls
n!r the aproach and depaca Toutes of nearby airports
such a the EAstridge Mall n San Joc, CA. located ner the
Reid-Hilivigw geneal avition irpo a the Sun Valley
Mall i Concoid, CA, located near Buchanan Field which
serves geral and comnercial aviation traffic. Oher
facilities include the Hollywood Prk RAceamck that lie

' Work poformed urder the auspicer of te U S. Depanrment
of Eney by the Lareice Livermore National Laboratory
under Conact W.740S.Eng-4S.
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Table 6 pents the accidenU, aircraft damagc,
opeations and re fior U.S. air ca sas cpcenn under 14
CFR 135 (Rc. 141, for the 197-1993 time period u
compiled by the NTS by Rfiresce 16. The average
accident ram for Part 135 Seuled Air CaTria for 1978-
1993 is 1.S E-5 accidentsaircraft hour, 6.2 E-8
accidcutslaircraft mile, and 1.1 E-5 accidentsdeparm Te
averge cruash rate for Part 13S Scheduled Air Carnen for
1978-1992 is 1. E-f crashes/ircraft hour, 7.0 B-S
:rashes/aircrft mile, and 1.2 E-5 crashes/departwa.
Approximna:ely 97% (399 of 412) of the accidents
involying Put 35 aircraft resulted m destructiont or ajor
damage to the airframe.

Again, the crash rates prseted by Tabk 6 rapnt e
averac crsh raes over the entir fLgh. Assumia thct te
number of acidents involving scheduled Pt 135 annt
in cach flight phase can be approximated by general
aviaueo turboprop aircraft, Rerence I detesmines the
probability of an air uai crash during de teofr and
landing flight phases A for air carriers, cxcluding
accidents that occurred during loading, taxiing, and
wnloadmn, and condering the accidents thaE happened
du:-ng he takeofT rm and utital clamb flight phas as
takeoa cshes, ad accidcu that happened during the
initil (airport) appmach, inal (runway) approach, and
landing roll flight phases as landing crashes, the takeoff
and landing cash percentages re 21.9% and 49.7%,
respectively. for scheduled Part 135 aircraft. The
combination of the takeoff and landing cshes equals
71.7% of the total number of nuriber of crashes. The
probability of an ar txi crsh during take is (0.219) * 1.2
-E5 crasbes/deparr or 2.S E-6. Te probability of an air
taxi crash durng landing is (0.497) 1 2 -5
crashes/depare or 6.0 E. The combined probability of
an air taxi csh duing tfor ning s (0.717) 1.2 -
S cshes/departure or 8.6 E6.

While general aviation epresents a minnriry of %ic total
air opations at SLC, its animde may be sufficient to
cause concm to thosc facilines that a not built wth tti
franeworb or with reiaforced co=ete walls and rootL
Because very few genesal aviation accidets do not result mn
deection or major damuge to the airfrae (only 216 out
of 16,320 or 1.3% for the 1916-1992 time frae u
tabulated by Referenc 1), the NTSB general aviaton
accident r will be appld tly d general vition
crash rte. Table 7, denied fom Ret. 11, gives te average
distributwo of acUve aircr houn flown, nautical mile
tlown, landings by generar aiation subcaugory type
averued over the 19S6-1992 time penod for the enire U.S.
Table 7 also ives ths generl avtion sccideu rtu by
arcaft sub Wy typ. he ave crash rae for guIunL
aviaion for 1986-1992 is 6.3 E-5 crashes/ahrraft hoor, 4.5
E-7 cmashs/aircraft miles and 4.2 B-S cshes/departures.
As3uming that the gencral aviation aircaft population
using SLC is similar to the U.S. average gel aviation
aircrft population., ad tba the opeatl charactwutn
are similar, it is posible to apply the U S. eneral aviation

crash rUe to SLC. ne best cnick of this sm=pdon would
be to do a airport specific urvey of the general aviton
ta)c at SLC. This was not done h.aux of the os ad
exe involved.

Reference 18 djus te geral avitio crash a
given by Table 7 by the percentage of gencnl aviation
crtsha for each flight phase. Excludirg the rsaes hat
occur during the non-flight phases, ad applying thc
definition of takeoff and landing for air caren and r
taxis to general aviation, the percntagc of gener aviation
crash tAr occur duinng the mlkeoff flight phase is 5.6Y&
The percentage of ;neral avation crashes that occur during
the lnding fight phase i 44.9% The comburi perc:ntage
of genal aviatnon cashes hat occur during he ak*ofr or
landing flight phases is 70.% The probabiitics of a
geneml viation crash during takeoff. landlg and
combined takofT and landing a 1. I E-S, 1.9 E5, and 3.0
E.S , respectively.

As rescarch is still oing on in the development of
Reference 18. an estimate o the current crash re rcr
military aviation cnnot be provided. Smith i Reference 1 1
detamines a crash probability for takeoff and ltding for
military aviation for the 1979-:981 Limc period. These
cra.h probabilities are 1.6 E-6 for te take of ase, and 3.1
E-6 for the landing phase. The combined take ofT and
lnding crash probabilitic is 2.4 E-6. Thee lues wi be
used for the militry aation crash probabilitie ar SLC.

AIRCRAFT CRASH LOCATION DISTRIBUT1ON
Table 8 developed from Refercz 1 preseent the crash

location discribucions o 121 and 135 air carin as a
function of rdial distance from the runway reshold and
anigl o the runway centerline. Both the number of cmshe
a te percentage relctivc t the total dtaset 1cmmd are
prested for ach cell grid. For air carris ad aur as
combined, about 65% of all cashes occur within 10' of the
runway centerline, ad about 50% Of all crashes occur
within one mile of the runway thrshold.

Table 9 developed from Rference 18 presents th crsh
location distibtions of general aviation as fction of
adial distance from the runway theshold and ale to the

rnway centerline. Again. both the number of crha and
the percengc relative to the total daset examined, an
pramted for each cell grid. For genal aviation, about 32%
of all crushes occur within 100 of the ruwy centwei, ad
about 47% of U crashes occur within one mile of ie
runway threshold.
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TABLE S. FROM REFERENCE IS

1211135 AIR CARRIER CRASH LOCATION DIST R1BUTIONS (NUMBER)

Angle to Runway

Centerine

0-9 28 1 1 2 7 2 1 0 3 1

10-19 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0

20-29 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

30-39 1 0 0 0 1 0 01 0 0

40-49 1 0l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

50-59 I 0 01 0 0 0 0 of 0

70-79 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7o-so 21 2 0 0 0 0 00
80-90 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotals~ 42 18 a 8 7 3 1 0 4 1

0-1 1-2 2.3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8

RadaI Dlstanco to Runway Threshold (miles)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8-9 9-10

35 AIR CARRIER

Runway

12

CRASH LOCATION DISTRIBUTIONS (PERCENTAGES)

Subtolals:

- - - - - --

33.3% 13.1% 2.4% 8.3% 2.4% 1.2% 0.0% 3.6% 1.2% 0.0%

4.8% 0.0% 3.6o 0. 0/% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%Me 1.20/ 0.0/ 0.0%

3 6% 6.0% 1.2% 0.00%/ 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%/6 0.0%

1.2% 0.0% 0.0% O.0O 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00/.

1.2% 0.0% 1.2% O 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% .0.0% 0.%

0.0% 0.0% o.0 I/ 0.0%/ / 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%1 0.0/. 0.0%

1.2%1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.0% 0.0% o 0.0%1 0.0% 0.0%ex

2.4% 0.0% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

2 _4% 2.4% 0.0% 0.0I 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.01/. %

50.0% 21.4%

0-1 1-2

9.5% 8.3Ye 3.6% 12%1 0.0% 4.8%

2-3 3-4 4-5 S6 6-7 7-8
Radl Distance to Runway Thmehold (miles)

65.5%

9.5%

10.7%

2.4%

2.4%

0.0%

1.2%

3.6%
4.8%

1.2% 0.0%

8-9 9-10
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TABLE 9. FROM REFERENCE 18

GENERAL AVIATION CRASH LOCATION DISTRIBUTION (NUMBER)

Su.t.- ,

365 83 49 26 58 1 9 -10 1 5 2 22- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

29 23 1 1 17 9 7 3 2 9

73 25 16 10 14 9 5 8 1 3

73 32 14 8 22 2 7 2 2 6

100 48 30 26 31 14 7 5 2 9

53 23 18 4 14 10 10 6 4 10

38 13 6 7 6 3 6 4 4 8

46 9 8 9 11 0 3 5 3 2

94 2S 21 10 33 9 5 12 3 15

185 111 206 75 60 60

2-3 3-4 4-5 S-6 6-7 7-8

Radial Dlstance to Runway Threshold (miles)

23 84

8-9 9-10

649

218

164

272

152

95

96

228

2042

GENERAL AVIATION CRASH LOCATION DISTRIBUTION (PERCENTAGES)

Angle to Runway Slbto

Centerline

0-9 17.9% 4.1% 2.4% 1.3% 2.8% 0.9% 0.5% 0.7% 0.1% 1.1% 31

10.19 5.3% 1.4% 1.1% 0.5°h| 0.8% 0.4% 0.3%| 0.1% 0.1% 0.4% IC

20-2 9 3.5% 1.2% 0.8% 0.5% 0.7% 0.4% 0.2% 0. 4%/ 0.0% 0.1% E

30-39 3.6% 1.6% 0.7%1 0.4%/ 1.1%1 0.1% 0.3%1 0.1% 0,1% 0.3%j a

40-49 4.9% 2.4% 1.S% 1.3% 1.5% 0.7% 0.3%-/ 0.2% 0.1% 0.4% 1 3

50-59 2.6% 1.1% 0.9%/o 0.2%J 0.7%1 0.5% 0.5% 0.3% 0.2%/o 0.5% 7
60-69 1.9% 0.6Ye 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.3% 0 2% 0.2Yo 0.4°/. 4

70-79 2.3% 0.4% 0.41% 0.4%/e 0.5% 0. 06I 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 4

80-90 4.6% 1.3% 1.0% 0.5% 1.6% 0.4% 0.2%1 0.6%Je 0.1% 0.7Y 11

Subtotals: 4.5% 14.1% 9.1% 5.4% 10.1% 3.7% 2.9% 2.9% 1.1% 4.1%

aWs:

.8%

.0%h

i.2%

.3%

P. 40/
471 7.2Y

.2%,1

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-S 56 6-7 7-8

Radial Distance to Runway Thrashold (miles)
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Angle to
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0-9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

890

Subtotals: 950

0-1

288
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For mihitaY aviazion. sne the resident ar wut based t
SLC is the 151st Air Refucling Group of the Utah Air
National Guard (ANG), the majoruzy of thc military
opeadmos can be expected to be performed by this unit.
This air rcling ut perstes the KC.135 Sotanker.
which is approximate in size, weight, and performanc to
the Boeing 707. Since SLC viabon traufc is conolled by
s FAA staTed contrl tower, ant the majority of the military
aviation operations can b e cted to be pformed by KC.
135, the militauy aviation crasl location distnrbution will
be modeled by he air carner cnsh location distribution.

TARGET EFFECTIVE AREAS
Three facilites, the West VaLley Hospital, Granger High

School, and the Valley Fair Shopping Mall will be
cosidered as potential targts in a sample calculation in
deterniaing the crash frequency for aircraft flights
approaching and eparting runway 3 at SLC. These
facilities only handle modest or insignificant amounts of
hazardous or radioactive matcrials, if any, so the pmary
risk of an aircraft crash into the faciliny would be to the
occpants of the facility Tse three targets' were chosen
because of their procmity to the flight path to SLC runway
34, their lae sze, and the large numbr or people tt can
be expected to be in ech facility dunng certain tes of
craM dayL

The Wcst Valley iospital is located at approximtely
3500 South and 4100 West in West Valley City/Granger
arc I is a six story structure with a totai floor sace or
230,000 f2 The ground footprint presented by the hospital

West Valley
Hospital'

Grasger
High School

Valley Fat
Shopping Mall

Ground
Footprint

LL1

0.0014

0.0059

0.0109

Max. Dimensions
WidthLAngth Weight

200

*OS

SSO

will be considered to bc 230,00C/6 or 3t,333 . cr O. 4
h2 be maximum dimensions preserited by the rr.ttre

will be considrad to be 200 fL length and widthi, and 0
feet hcight. The hospital i located about .4 milcs from he
threshold of Runway 34 at an angle of I ].' west of he
approach path cnterline of Runway 34.

Gruer High School is locatcd at approximately 3650
South nd 3500 West in Granger. It is a wo story stncture.
However, its has an aditorium thit approaches 60 feet ur
height and a smokesack which pprachcs 00 feet ir
height It has a total floor spacc of 326,00C f2 The ground
footpnnt presented by thc school will be consdered to be
326.00012 or 163.000 ft.2 r 0.0059 M1.2 le nay-num
di=ensions prested by the scture will be considered o
be 405 It Icngth and width, and 60 feet height. The soo!
is locatd about 5.5 miles from the threshold of Runwa 34
at an angle of 7 west of tie runwey etended cenrutline.

The Valley Fair Shopping Mall is located at
approximately 3650 South and :500 West in C'ranger ': is a
two sry sruc=e which approaches 50 feet in ?te;hL It
has a tol floor space of 608,000 1.2 The ground ootnt
prcsited by the mall will be considered to be 601,000 or
304,000 ft2 or 0 0109 nu. 2 The maximumn diniensiors
presented by tl sucture will be considered to be 550 ft
lcigth nd width, and 50 fee hight. The shop;ig mal; is
located about 5.6 miles from the threshold of Rimey 34 at
an anglc of 4.5' east of the runway extended centerline

The target information is summarized below. Also
presented are the crash location fractios from Tables S and
9 for the faciliies located at tose specific iocatlons.

RW34
Threshold Centerline
DisACA

(mI l

80 5.4

60 5.5

50 5.6

Anglc
(0)

11,5W AC
AT
GA
MA

p(r. )
Cru.h
Distribution

0.0;2
0.012
0.004
0.012

7W AC 0.012
AT 0.012
GA 0.009
MA 0.012

4.SE AC
AT
GA
MA

0.012
0.012
0.009
0.012

AC Air Caniss AT a Air Taxis. CA * Gceral Aviation, and MA - Miltary Aviatian

Recall thAt Aeff is eqal to th sum of Askid. AsZaOW;a nd Ashsdow.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADOUARTERS 38Th FIGHTER WNG ACC))s HIL AIR FORCE BASE. UTAH

26 Oct 999
MEMORANDUM FOR 75 CS/SCSRF (FOIA)

FROM: 388 FWICV

SUBJECT: Reply to FOLA request by James Cole

I . The wing flew 678 sorties with live and full scale inert ordnance during FY 1998.
The number of sorties flown; with only taining ordnance is not available. Also we do not
keep records of the routing where the aircraft actually flew. The details of determining
the number of aircraft carrying live ordnance flying specifically though Skull Valley
during FY 1998 therefore is not available and the 388 FW would only be speculating in
determining this number.

2. Thc break-down of ordnance by type flown on 388 FW aircraft during FY 998 is as
follows:

- 156 Live Mlc-84 (2000#), normally two per aircraft and includes laser guided
bombs of this weight class. I I I sorties.
- 89 Inert Mk-84 (2000#), normally two per aircraft and includes laser guided
bombs of this weight class. 38 sorties.
- 544 Live M&-82 (500#), normally four or six pcr aircraft and includes laser
guided bombs of this, weight class. 166 sorties.
- 1029 Inert Mk-82 (500#), normally four or six per aircraft and includes laser
guided bombs of thisiweight class. 355 sorties.
- 4 AGM-65, normally one per aircraft 4 sorties.
- 16 CBU-87 (approx. 1000# cluster bomb), normally 4 per aircraft. 4 sorties.
- The aircraf flew with no (zero) live air-to-air munitions during FY 1998
- 7205 BDU-33 (25#!training munitions) were expended by the 388 FY during
1998 (normaly 9 per aircraft). The wing flies numerous sorties in which the
training ordzance is not expended or only partially expended.
- AU 388 FW aircraf carry 510 rounds of 20rnm ball ammunition on
every =ie

3. The 388 FUIdoes not have records setting forth the likelihood and consequences of
ordnance detonation aboard an aircraft which crashes. However, the 388 FW is sensitive
to the ramifications of having an aircra* crash while flying with live ordnance and
mitigates these consequences by avoiding over-flight of populated areas to the maximum
extent possible.

ALD G. OHOLE1T, Colonel, USAF
Vice Commander

5fobofPowerforAmerzna

.'s .0 4 j� . --- : ." . ) - - � - I z . _ ~ .% .1 . - .% .: _ .E. 
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II/C.'/99 MOY 09:32 F. 505 46 6027 AFSC SWA tC01

Olson, ic

From: I Olson, Eric
Sent Wedriesoay. October 27, 1 99 8.14 PM
To: i 'Cole, Jack, GEN
Cc: Zeringue. Cathy; Blount, Wilson; Moran, Paul; Price, Paul
Subject: Ordnance Crash Hazards

Sir,

YoU askcS if we had any data that would shed ight on the probability that conventional bombs (Mk 82s, Mk 84s) would
function .,,1 F-16 crash scenario. Not having any Informaton that could be used to quantify the likelihood of a crash
impact in4J ad detonation, I consulted several persons having significant explosives safety related backgrounds with the
Air Force nd Navy, with experience in explosives siting, mishap recoraing, hazard dassir cation and insonsitive munions
testing an qualification. None were aware of any historic test programs or anatyses that would answer your question.
The consqnsus of this group was that the likelihood of a detonaton upon impact is remote, but none of these individuals
could offe any assurance that the probability is negligible. Sverai reasons cited in support of the contention that the
:robaDi1itr remote are;

a.lere are procedures for jettisoning unarmed bornbs from high albtudes with the expectaton that the bombs
will not fur cticn upon Impact with the ground.

b.t Multiple fuzing is requirec to give an acceptable reliabiity of detonation upon impaci

_Some fuze designs provide features that allow delayed detonation in order to cause functioning a short time
interval a;er mpact on a hard tare, for maximum effectiveness. This would not work if Impact caused detonation.

d.1 Other bomb designs having the same explosive fil matuial as Pk 82s and Mk 84s are effectve In penetaing
several laTers of thick reinforced concuate before the fuze functions the item (bunker busters).

a I The bombs would have had to pass 40-foot drop testing without reaclion. Although the Impact velocity in this
test is mph lower that any crash Impact velocity, the drop is onto an exrernely rgidly supported thick steel plate, resulting
in a high-¶ deceleratlon.

On the oer hand, there is a higher likelihood of bombs exhibitng lower-order but violent reactions when exposed to fuel
fires char4cteristic of aircraft crashes. This ih more likaly when larger alrcraft (bombers, cargo alrcraft) are involved
because qf the larger volume of fuel and the consequent potential for a longer-duration fire. But the possibiiity of fire
Induced r actions cannot be ruled out In a flghter aircraft crash.

Please 1 me know i you need othr information from me.

V/R
Enc Olson
(51D5) 846 5658

OFKNAX PO"W at 7T OM

FAX TRANSMITrA L ___3§17

I



Tab R

Analysis of the Effective Areas of the Canister Transfer Building and
the Cask Storage Area

Because they are the areas within the Private Fuel Storage Facility (PFSF) at which spent

fuel Bill be located. the canister transfer building (CTB) and the cask storage area (SA)

must be considered critical areas for effective area calculations for aircraft crash

probabilities.

PFS determined the effective area of the PFSF site. where the effective area is defined as

the area of the ground in which an aircraft could impact during a crash in which it would

strike a critical area within the facility. The effective area includes the skid area and the

shadowv area. The analvsis determined. for the following reasons. that the PFSF should

best be considered as two smaller separate critical areas (which areas would simplv be

summed to yield the PFSF effective area) rather than as one large critical area for the

calculation of aircraft crash frequencies.

Ultimately. we are interested in the frequencv per vear that an aircraft will impact the

effective area(s) of the PFSF's critical area(s). At this point in the screening process. in

accordance with DOE-STD-3014-96 methodology, no assessment of the severitv of the

postulated aircraft impact into the facility is being made.'

As can be seen from the NUREG-0800 forrnula for calculating the probability

(frequency) of aircraft crashes into a critical area. the probability of such a crash2 is

directly proportional to the size of the effective area.

P=NxCxAeff/W

Where:

DOE-STD-3014-96, paragraph 3.2. page 25.

The probability P in the NUREG formula can be interpreted as the frequencv of crashes in a year and this
formula is equivalent to the DOE-STD-30 14-96 four factor formula. See Attachment I.

I



P = Probability that an aircraft xwill strike a specific critical area
N = Number of aircraft:
C Crash rate per mile;
A = Effective area of that specific facility:
W = Width of the air corridor.

Stated mathematically in terms of probabilities (frequencies). where P(A) is the

probability (frequency) of an F-16 striking the SA. and P(B) is the probability

(frequency) of an F-16 striking the CTB. the probabilitv (frequency) of striking the total

area of A and B (i.e.. the probability (frequency) that an F-16 would strike either or both

of the areas A and B) is given by the formula P(A-B) = P(A) - P(B) - P(AB). 3 If P(AB).

which in mathematical notation is the probability (frequency) of a single aircraft striking

both A and B at the same time. = 0. then the probabilitv calculation is reduced to P(A+B)

= P(A) + P(B). as has been used by PFS. This is the case when the critical areas are far

enough apart to be independent (i.e.. one aircraft could not crash into both A and B at the

same time). If. on the other hand. P(AB) is >0 (i.e.. the effective areas of A and B

overlap), then it enters into the equation and. as can be seen from the equation above.

makes the probability (frequency) of striking A or B less than the probability of striking

A or B when A and B are far enough apart that a crashing aircraft could not strike both A

and B (i.e.. P(AB) = 0).

Effective area calculations for A,ff. which are integral to the above probability equation,

are done according to the methodology set forth in DOE-STD-3014 on pages B-26

through B-30.

PFS's analysis follows the important guidance on Pages B-29 and B-30 of'the DOE-STD

conceming recognition of the specific critical areas within a facility and the need to

reduce the unreasonable conservatism which mav come by using the gross dimensions of

the facilitv rather than focusing on the critical areas themselves:

Introduction to Probabilitv. John E. Freund. Dover Publications. Inc. New York. 1993 Edition. page
127.

2



In calculating an effective area. the analyst needs to be cognizant of the
critical areas" of the facilitv. Critical areas are locations in a facility that

contain certain hazardous material and/or locations that. once impacted by
a crash. can lead to cascading failures. e.g.. a fire. collapse. andlor
explosion that would impact the hazardous material. This knowledge is
important for reducing the unnecessarv conservatism that is likely to be
introduced if the facility's dimensions are used blindly. For example. if
the critical area dimensions are small fractions of the overall facility
dimensions. this must be reflected in the analysis. In addition. the analyst
needs to consider the facilitv's layout and its location in relation to other
facilities when determining the facility input parameters. Information
about critical areas and potential aircraft heading angles may eliminate or
change the need for further analysis. Otherwise. the conservatism in the
analvsis might unnecessarilv overburden the evaluations.

In addition. there mav exist conditions and physical attributes that could
affect the evaluation of the effective target areas. For example. there
could be nearby barriers that have sufficient structural integritv to resist
impact from the categories (or sub catesgories) of aircraft under
investigation. Examples of barriers are robust structures (e.g.. munition
storage bunkers and seismically qualified process and storage buildinigs).
extremely rocky terrain. soft soil. dense forests. ravines. and canyons.
These special conditions could permit the analyst to reconsider the angle
of impact and the skid length for the aircraft of interest. If. for example.
the nearby robust structure is tall with respect to the facility. the angle of
impact might be considerably larger than the mean value recommended.
resulting in a substantially smaller effective target area. The higher angle
of impact may result in reduced or negligible skid length. which could also
reduce the effective target area. In addition. if the facility is surrounded
bv other buildings. the skid distance will not be greater that the largest
distance between these buildings and the facility.4

With the objective to be conservative yet not unnecessarily overburden the evaluations by

applving the gross dimensions of the PFSF. PFS has considered the SA and the CTB to

have separate effective areas which mav be added to arrive at the total effective area of

the PFSF. This approach is conservative. in that it does not subtract the overlap of the

effective areas of the SA and the CTB (which overlap gives rise to P(AB) in the equation)

from the total A,ff for the PFSF. This approach also takes into account the vastly

different heights of the two areas (90 feet vs. 19.8 feet) and the relatively large distance

4 DOE-STD-3014-96. pages B-29. B-30.



that separates them (448.5 feet) as well as the large amount of open (non-critical) area

that would be included if the facilities were to be considered as only one large area. For

the analysis. it may be seen that the SA and the CTB are both rectangles and each has two

equal diagonals which each must be analyzed for impact from either direction. By

reference to the attached site diagrams (Attachment 2) it may be seen that the effective

areas are separate and independent for all approach directions with the exception of an

approach from the southeast. Only in this case do the effective areas of the CTB and SA

overlap. and then only in a small segment of the southeast corner of the SA.

Additionally. the CTB. which must be struck first on an approach from the southeast. is a

tall building with sides constructed of 2 feet of reinforced concrete near the top and more

lower down. An aircraft strikiina the side of the building would have a difficult time

penetrating this. and if it did. its fragments would have to fly through an open space and

then hit heavily constructed intemal structures within the building or at the very least

another wall of the same construction. It is thus unlikely that an aircraft striking the side

of the building would have enough energy left even if its parts made it through the

building to continue on to the SA. Only an aircraft that bounced off the top of the

building or just clipped a wing on the side of it as it went by would be able to get to the

SA. This shielding or barrier effect of the CTB thus significantly reduces the probability

of an aircraft coming from the southeast being able to hit both the CTB and the SA.

Thus. in terms of the probability equation. P(AB) in this case is small and the true

probability of hitting the CTB or the SA is nearly (but still less than) P(A) - P(B).

Hence. treating the probability of striking the PFSF P(A + B) as equal to P(A) - P(B) is

accurate and still conservative.

Attachment 1. DOE-STD-3014-96 four factor formula.

Attachment 2. PFS site diagrams showing etffective areas.
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Tab R Attachment I

DOE-STD-3014-96 prescribes 'Aircraft crash frequencies are estimated using afour-

factor formula' which considers (I) the number of operations. (2) the probability that an

aircraft will crash. (3) given a crash. the probability that the aircraft crashes into a 1-

square mile area where the facility is located. and (4) the size of the facility'.

Mathematicallv.

F = N x P x f x A,ff.

Where:
F = Estimated annual aircraft crash impact frequency for the facility of interest:
N = Estimated annual number of site-specific aircraft operations:
P = Aircraft crash rate per mile:
f= Aircraft crash location conditional probability (per square mile) given a crash
evaluated at the facility location:
Aeff = Site specific effective area for the facilitv of interest that includes skid and
fly-in (shadow) areas.

5
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EJECTION PROCEDURE

1E1 ORE EJECTIOK If TIlit AI CONomONS
PI!i Wi1

Turn IFF o EMERGENCY.
NocLfy ipproprist. ground Agency Of
ecaCvon (includo typo of arcraft. num-
bet of oupanr. locatton an alcitude).
SCov all lo3e equipment.
Cia:onnoct zerc-dela lanyard, lower hl-
mec visor(s) and Chten oxygen ask nd
chin arap ecurely.
7.rn arc:af :ird unLnhah1tad arat,
Actuate emergency oxygen cylinder high
altitude :' nstalled .
At:ain proper alrapted, a'titud. and
acricude.

if zouin% the :Ircrft aly tro7
tc ;r:vent p tch do'n en the
con-ral stiek s reieased Eo e:-

Ciaeconnect oygen hose and radio cord.

vnIO 

t. 'AND aRIPS. RAISE

Sit erect, head firmly aSsinst had-
zest, feet baek.

2. Itlo SERS. @UI!ZE.

Both triggers shoula be squeezed
'stultanaouil -aen possible. if
only one tr.ger t. quee2ed, thc
fingers Of the opposite hnd musr
not be betneen the handgrip nd he
c trLger as the seat may not ftre,

I R WiEcOT1
Safety belt - Attenpt o open roanually.
Separate fror, seat.
A decermined efforc vst be rnad to sap-
rate itom seat co obtain full par2chura

delloyment at aximum terrair clearance.
Th a is extremely important Eco low
^lticude e3ecttang.
if safecy bet is opened manually -
klmmediately pull parachute arming lar.-
yard (arining ball) if above 14,000 feet
or ho rpeord handle if belov 14.000I Set.

Pigure 3-S (Sheet I ot 3)

T.C

I1.
2 .

35.

5.-
6 .

EC4
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i.
2.

3.
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T.O. F-16C-l

If stalls continue: BIRD STRIKE GEl

3. ENG CONT switch - SEC.

'-...- If stalls continue:

4. Throttle - OFF for a few seconds, then initi,
airstart. Refer to AIRSTART PROCEDTJR]
rGEl0 ', this section.

NOTE

For serious hardware problems, the
engine may operate normally at idle
rpm but exhibit stall/vibration condi-
tions at thrust settings above idle rpm.
Attempting additional airstarts will
not clear the condition. Use the highest
thrust setting below the stall/vibra-
tion condition to sustain flight.

If stall(s) clears:

5. Throttle - MIL or below. Minimize throtl
movements and make necessary movemei
slowly.

NOTE

If stall(s) occurred in AB at 30,000 feet
MSL or above and while subsonic, the
engine is safe to operate in the IDLE to
MIL range provided no other abnormal
engine indications are observed.

If stall(s) occurred at MIL or below, or in AB below
30,000 feet MSL or while supersonic:

6. Land as soon as possible.

INLET BUZZ GEi10

Inlet buzz occurs at supersonic airspeeds if an engine
control system failure or a CADC mach signal failure
results in insufficient airflow or if the throttle is
retarded below MIL while operating in SEC. Inlet
buzz causes moderate to severe vibration within the
cockpit and may result in multiple engine stalls.

If inlet buzz occurs, the throttle should not be moved
until subsonic. Decrease airspeed to subsonic as
quickly as possible by opening the speedbrakes and
increasing g. If engine stalls occur and persist, the
throttle should be retarded to IDLE when subsonic. If
the stalls do not clear, retard the throttle to OFF for
a few seconds, then advance to midrange. Refer to
AIRSTART PROCEDURES GElOO0I, this section.

In the event of a bird strike or suspected bird strike.
AB should be used only if absolutely necessary. It is
possible to lodge bird remains in the AB system such
that liner damage and subsequent duct burn-
through occurs if AB is used. There is no concern of
liner damage during any non-AB operation. Refer to
ABNORMAL ENGINE RESPONSE , this
section, if appropriate.

ENGINE OVERSPEED GE1

An overspeed occurs when rpm exceeds 106 percent.
I If an overspeed occurs, the M DEC, LESS ED AFIC

attempts to reduce rpm below maxmum limit.
However, if the ED DEC, LESS (B AFTC malfunc-
tions and engine rpm reaches 110 percent, the
overspeed protection in the MEC closes the overspeed
fuel shutoff valve resulting in a flameout. To restore

tlie fuel, retard the throttle to OFF then advance to
its midrange. Refer to AIRSTART PROCEDURES

IGE10 , this section.

ENGINE FAILURE OR FLAMEOUT'GE100

If the engine flames out, fuel starvation or mechanical
failure has occurTed.

A flameout is indicated by a decrease in FTIT and
engine rpm decaying below in-flight idle (approxi-
mately 70 percent rpm). Loss of thrust and lack of
response to throttle movement confirm the flameout.
The ENGINE warning light illuminates when
engine rpm goes below 60 percent. Additionally, the
MAIN GEN and STBY GEN lights illuiminate below
50 percent rpm and the EPU should start running.
Do not mistake a loss of ECS noise as an engine
flameout.

A flameout indicates an engine control failure, fuel
starvation, fuel system malfunction, or fuel cutoff due
to engine overspeed protection. If the engine flames
out, two features may instantly restart the engine.
There is an autorelight feature and the capability to
automatically transfer to SEC if certain faults are
detected in PRI. If these features work, the restart
may take place instantly and the flameout may not be
noticeable (except for the illumination of the SEC
caution light). In this situation, remain in SEC. Refer
to SEC CAUlTION LIGHT GE1 , this section.
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If the flameout progresses to the point that it is
noticeable, retard the throttle to OFF, then advance
to midrange. Refer to AIRSTART PROCEDURES
, GEIOOi,this section.

Tower Shaft Failure GE!

Failure of the engine tower shaft or its associated
geartrain results in engine flameout due to fuel
starvation. A restart is not possible; primary
emphasis should be on a flameout landing. If unable
to make a flameout landing, refer to EJECTION
(TIME PERMITTING), this section. Because tower
shaft failure results in the loss of rotation to the
engine-driven gearbox and ADG, the initial
symptoms are similar to main fuel pump failure. The
primary differences are that the rpm indication
drops immediately to zero and ENGINE warning
light and the SEC caution light illuminate since the
engine alternator is no longer providing power to the
6D DEC, LESS LE AFIC.

The JFS should be starced immediately upon
entering the JFS envelope to conserve EPU fuel. The
JFS drives the ADG and the engine gearbox which
restores rotation to both hydraulic pumps and
provides a reduced FLCS PMG output. Depending
on JFS performance and load, rpm may even be high
enough to restore standby generator power;
however, main generator power may cycle on and off.
Without the load of the engine. the JFS produces a
30-55 percent rpm indication, which is the speed of
the engine gearbox and not the actual engine rpm.
The true engine rpm is unknown.

Low Altitude Engine Failure or Flameout GE100

Refer to figures 3-10 and 3-11. Initial reaction to any
malfunction at low altitude should be to trade excess
airspeed for altitude. Higher altitude translates
directly to either additional time to achieve an
airstart or to additional glide range to reach a
suitable landing field. Above 310 knots, more time is
available by a zoom climb using a 3g pullup to
30-degree climb angle until approaching the desired
airspeed (use approximately 50 knots lead point)
and then initiating a zero-g pushover. Below 310
knots, more time is available by performing a
constant altitude deceleration to the desired
airspeed; if required, climb to achieve minimum
recommended ejection altitude.

If the zoom results in an altitude below 4000 feet
AGL, there may be insufficient time to achieve an
airstart prior to reaching minimun recommended
ejection altitude. In that case, primary consideration
should be given to preparirg for ejection; do not delay
ejection below 2000 feet AGL.

If low altitude engine failure or flameout occurs:

1. Zoom.

2. Stores -Jettison (if required).
If stores jettison is attempted after main and
standby generators drop off line but before
EPU generator comes on line (up to 2 seconds
delay), stores will not jettison.

3. Perform airstart (if altitude permits). Refer to
AIRSTART PROCEDlRES, this section.

IWARNIG |

Below 4000 feet AGL, there may be
insufficient time to perform an airstart
prior to minimum recommended ejec-
tion altitude.

AIRSTARTS GE1

Refer to figure 3-12. Airstarting the engine does not
require exact airspeeds or rpm ranges, but there are
key events in the airstart sequence that must be
performed in a timely manner in order to have the
best chance for an airstart. The key events'are
initiating the airstart while engine rpm is still high,
selecting SEC if there is no light-off prior to rpm
decaying below 50 percent in PRI (or immediately
when below 10,000 feet AGL), and preserving engine
rpm prior to light-off.

Factors such as altitude, airspeed, weather, etc., must
be considered in determining whether to try an
airstart, to accomplish a flameout landing, or to eject.
Jettisoning stores reduces altitude loss during an
airstart and improves glide ratio during flameout
landing.

If gliding distance is not a factor, maintain 250 knots
or more in order to reduce rpm rate of decay until the
JFS can be started. The engine can be airstarted with
airspeeds from 170400 knots/0.9 mach; however, 250
knots provides the best tradeoff of altitude loss,
range, and airflow for the engine.

In flight, the throttle must be retarded to OFF and
then advanced back to the operating range for only
four reasons: to reset the overspeed protection logic,
to clear a stall, to begin the airstart procedure, or to
terminate a hot/hung start. Exact throttle position is
not important for an airstart in either PRI or SEC, so
any position between IDLE and MAX AB is
acceptable; however, the midrange position is
preferred because of possible throttle misrigging at
IDLE or possible engine overspeed shutdown at MIL
or above.
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T.O. 1F-16C-1

Once the throttle is retarded to OFF and then advanced
back to the normal operatng range, do not retard the
throttle to OFF again during the airstart unless a
hot/hung start occurs. Unnecessarily retarding the
throttle to OFF terminates any start attempt which
may be in progress.

A successful restart depends on many variables:
cause of flameout. tvpe of fuel, altitude, airspeed, and
engine rpm when the airstart is attempted. High
engine rpm is the most important variable and
provides the best chance of a successful restart.
Therefore, do not delay the initiation of an airstart in
an attempt to reach a particular flight condition.
Initiate the airstart as soon as it becomes apparent
that engine rpm has decayed below in-flight idle
(approximately 70 percent rpm) or illumination of the
ENGINTE warning light, engine instrument indica-
tions, and no response to throttle movement confirm
a flameout. The best conditions for either a PRI or
SEC airstart are below 30,000 feet MSL, at 250 knots
or more, and with high engine rpm.

At medium and high altitudes, the airstart attempt
should be started in the engine control mode selected
bv the X3 DEC, LESS 0) AFTC (either PRI or SEC).
The iM DEC, LESS CM AFTC contains diagnostic
logic designed to identifv PRI engine control failures
and may automaticallv transfer to SEC. If there is no
indication of a light-off before rpm decays below 50
percent, place ENG CONT switch to SEC (even if the
SEC caution light is on) and continue the airstart
attempt. At low altitude (below 10,000 feet AGL),
SEC should be selected as soon as possible after
initiating the airstart.

Of equal importance to selecting SEC when required
is preserving engine rpm. The JFS should be started
as soon as the aircraft is in the JFS envelope. The
advantage of using the JFS to assist the airstart is
that once the JFS RUN light is on, airspeed can be
reduced. Under normal conditions the JFS will motor
the engine at a minimum of 25 percent.

An airstart can be rapid if light-off occurs above 60
percent rpm. Airstarts initiated between 50-25
percent engine rpm are slow to lightoff and may take
up to 90 seconds to regain usable thrust. If altitude is
available, increasing airspeed can assist engine
acceleration and decrease the time to regain usable
thrust once a light-off is achieved. As long as engine
rpm continues to increase, this condition should not
be considered as a hung/no start. Spooldown airstarts
initiated below 25 percent rpm have been successful
during flight tests, but spoolup to usable thrust may
take more time than is available. Keep engine rpm at

25 percent or above during spooldown airstarts. if
possible. Following the rapid FTIT increase and peak
of a light-off, FTIT slowly decreases approxmately
50°C. Therefore, do not confuse a drop in FT1T as an
unsuccessful airstart unless accompanied by decreas-
ing rpm as well.

High Altitude Airstart Considerations GE100 1

As altitude is increased above 30.000 feet MSL. the
probability of a successful airstart can be improved by
attempting the airstart as soon as possible (before
rpm decays below approximately 50 percent) and by
quickly descending to altitudes below 30,000 feet
MSL after the airstart is initiated. Airspeeds above
250 knots (400 knots/0.9 mach maximum) should be
considered as a means to reduce altitude and increase
the probability of a successful airstart. Spooldown
airstarts can be achieved with rpm as low as 25
percent, but not at all airspeeds and altitudes.

At high altitudes, dive as required to maintain speed
in the 250400 knotl0.9 mach range. Unless an
airstart is obviously impossible (total lack of fuel,
tower shaft failure, engine seizure, etc.), do not
become tempted to establish a maximum range or
maximum endurance glide. The first consideration
should be an immediate spooldown airstart attempt
even if the engine fails for no apparent reason. If a
spooldown airstart is not successful before reaching
20,000 feet MSL, a JFS-assisted airstart should be
attempted. When below 20,000 feet MSL, turn JFS
on. Activating the JFS above 20,000 feet MSL is
prohibited since successful JFS start/motoring of
engine is unlikely and the brake/JFS accumulators
will be depleted. If the JFS RUN light is on, airspeed
may be reduced to achieve maximum range or
maximum endurance (200 or 170 knots, respectively,
plus 5 knots per 1000 pounds of fuel/store weights
over MC 2000, 57 1000 pounds). Time constraints due
to EPU fuel consumption must also be considered. A
maximum range or maximum endurance glide from
above approximately 35,000 feet MSL may exhaust
EPU fuel prior to landing. (Refer to T.O. 1F-16C-1-1,
figure B6-3 or D6-3.) With the JFS running, EPU fuel
consumption is also reduced.

Low Attitude Airstart Considerations GE 100

Initiate the airstart as soon as possible. After
initiating a zoom climb and jettisoning stores (if
required), retard the throttle to OFF then advance
the throttle to the normal operating range. Place the
ENG CONT switch to SEC and turn on the JFS
(START 2) to assist the airstart.
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Following a zoom climb, plan to arrive at 250 knots
until the JFS RUN light is on; airspeed maY then be
reduced to achieve maximum range or ma-mmum
endurance (200 or 170 knots, respectively, plus 5

"'- knots per 1000 pounds of fuel/store weights over m
2000, 7D 1000 pounds). If a higher airspeed is
maintained or an attempt is made to gain airspeed to
delay the rpm decay, available time may be reduced
to the point that an airstart is not possible.

During any low altitude airstart attempt. constantly
evaluate altitude above the ground relative to
airstart success. Do not delay ejection below 2000
feet AGL unless the engine is producing thrust
capable of maintaining level flight or safely
controlling the sink rate or unless a flameout
landing can be accomplished.

Airstart Procedures GE1

Tb begin the airstart sequence, retard the throttle to
OFF; then immediately advance the throttle back into
the normal operating range, preferably midrange.

NOTE

If the throttle is retarded to OFF to
clear a stall, it should be maintained in
OFF for a few seconds to allow the stall
to clear.

After throttle advance, monitor for signs of a light-off
before rpm decays below 50 percent (characterized by
a rapid increase in =TI accompanied by a slow
increase in rpm). If rpm and FTIT continue to decay
after rpm drops below 50 percent, place the ENG CONT
switch to SEC (even if the SEC caution light is
illuiminated).

If a hot/hung start occurs, retard the throttle to OFF
and allow the FTIT to drop to below 700°C before
advancing the throttle. Increasing the airspeed
(maximum of 400 knots/0.9 mach) should help the
next airstart to be cooler. If the condition persists,
retard the throttle to OFF, place the ENG CONT
switch to SEC, and allow the FTT to decrease below
700°C before advancing the throttle.

After entering the JFS envelope, start the JFS to
assist in preserving rpm. With the JFS RUN light on,
airspeed may be reduced to achieve maximum
rangeJendurance.

If the JFS stops running or fails to run within 30
seconds, do not reattempt a JFS start until the
brake/JFS accunulators have time to recharge. Allow
1 minute of engine rotation (either windmilling or
JFS assisted) at 12 percent rpm or above to insure
that the brake/JFS accumulators are fully recharged.
Recharging begins 3-4 seconds before the JFS RlN'
light illuminates or 30 seconds after selecting a start
position (in the event of a JFS failure to run).
Recharging occurs regardless of JFS switch position.

In the event of a JFS shutdown, the JFS switch does
not relatch in either start position while the JFS is
spooling down. Spooldown from full governed speed
takes approximately 17 seconds. The JFS switch
must be cvcled to OFF and then START 2 to retnitiate
a JFS start. It is possible to complete the spooldown
before the brake/JFS accumulators are recharged if
the JFS ran for only a short time.

It is possible the engine may not respond properly to
throttle movement following an otherwise successful
airstart. If this occurs or if thrust is insuffcient to
ensure a safe landing, refer to ABNORMAL ENGINE
RESPONSE, this section.

When the airstart is completed and usable thrust is
regained, turn the JFS off. Reset the main generator
using the ELEC CAUIION RESET button and verify
MAIN GEN and STBY GEN lights are off. Cycle the
EPU switch to OFF and then back to NORM.

To accomplish an airstart:

1. Throttle - OFF, then midrange.

* FTIT should decrease rapidly when
throttle is OFF. If FTIT does not
decrease rapidly, verify that the
throttle is OFF.

* Do not mistake a rapid initial FTIT
increase during an airstart as an
indication of a hot start. Typically,
airstarts are characterized by rapidly
increasing FTIT with a slow increase
in rpm.

If a relight does not occur before rpm decays below 50
percent, or if below 10,000 feet AGL:

2. ENG CONT switch - SEC (even if SEC
caution light is on).
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3. Airspeed - Attain approximately 250 knots or
establsh maximum range or endurance
airspeed (200 or 17Q knots, respectively, plus 5
knots per 1000 pounds of fuel/store weights over
: 2000, [@ 1000 pounds) with JFS RUN light on.

Above 30,000 feet MSL, airspeeds in the
250-400 knot0.9 mach range should be
considered to reduce altitude and increase
the probability of a successful airstart.

NOTE

If maximum gliding range is not a
factor, consider maintaining 250 knots
or more above 10,000 feet AGL to
provide best restart conditions (in case
of JFS failure). Below 10,000 feet AGL
with the JFS RUN light on, maintain
maximum range or maximum endur-
ance airspeed.

4. JFS switch - START 2 below 20,000 feet MSL
and below 400 knots.

NOTE

* If the JFS switch is erroneously placed
to START 1, leave it there.

* If the JFS RUN light does not illuminate
or goes off once illuminated, place the JFS
switch to OFF and reattempt START 2
when the brakefJFS accumulators are
recharged. The JFS switch does not
relatch in either start position while the
JFS is spooling down.

If engine rpm rolls back or hangs below in-flight idle
(approximately 70 percent) and III exceeds 9350 C:

5. Throttle - OFF, then midrange.
Allow FTIT to drop below 700°C before
advancing the throttle.

6. Airspeed - Increase (400 knots/0.9 mach
maximum).

If hung start/hot start persists:

7. Throttle - OFF.

8. ENG CONT switch - SEC.

NOTE

The proximity of the ENG CONT
switch to the JFS switch makes the
JFS switch susceptible to being
bumped to OFF when selecting SEC.

9. Throttle - Midrange.
Allow FTT to drop below 700'C before
advancing throttle.

If engine does not respond normally after airstart is
completed:

10. Refer to ABNORMAL ENGINE RESPON SE, *
this section.

If engine responds normally:

10. JFS switch - OFF.

11. ELEC CAUTION RESET button - Depress.
Verify MAIN GEN and STBY GEN lights are
off.

12. EPU switch - OFF, then NORM.

13. ADI - Check for presence of OFF and/or AUX
warning flags.

If warning flag(s) is in view, refer to TOTAL
INS FAILURE, this section.

WARNING

O If only AUX flag is in view, pitch and
roll attitude information is likely to be
erroneous due to INS autorestart in
the attitude mode when other than
straight and level, unaccelerated
flight conditions existed.

14. Land as soon as possible.

15. Refer to ACTIVATED EPU/HYDRAZINE
LEAK, this section.

FLAMEOUT LANDING

The decision to eject or make a flameout landing rests
with the pilot. Considerations for attempting a
flameout landing must include:

* Nature of the emergency.

* Weather conditions.

* Day or night.

* Proximity of a suitable landing runway.

Proficiency in performing simulated flameout
(SFO) landings.
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Thj abm data s fr a descent to sea IevL f the
dent Wu stopped at.5000 feet:

* Range
* Fuel consu ed
* i:me

I 20.8 - 3.0 . 17.8 =
_ S6- 10 a 45 pounds
z 34-0.6a2.Sminutes

DESCENT WITH INOPERATIVE
ENGINE

RE1RTO FIGLURE B63.

Enza the chart with aipeed (A); proceed upwad to
the apropriate GW/aitude line (B) and then to thie
left to read tme (C) d disacet D). To determme
tm. and distance available to descend to another
aldie, repeat the above steps fr the E=aI aitude
and take the diffan e berween te seta of dta

SAMPLE PRO3LEVF

Fig= 36-3 contains time and distan data for a
desent with, an inoperatveegimm The dta is pr-
sented as a funcion of deset airspeed for descents
from vanous tial altitudes to sea leveL ni4m
In' operag tine is shown.

The char is intended to be used o estifte the tne
available for ungine airstart acte:mpt =ce the air-
ci. been mnneuvered into the airstart envolope
and may ailso be used to obtain glide distane with tb.s
engine inoperative.

A. D=t aire
I. GW/afti=

C. 5Sm (to sea level)
D. Di:e (to sea

level)

* 250 K.S
- 20,000 poada

30,000 fct
- 7.8 minutes

- 40.0 =

It the descent was stopped at 5000 fet:

* 7130
* Distance

a 7.8 - ' 6.3 -iute.s
- 40.0-6.2=33.8mm

B6-2
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Tab U

Corroborating Calculations Confirming Available Time for F-16 Pilot
Experiencing Engine Failure or other Controllable Emergenc in
Skull Valley to Avoid the Private Fuel Storage Facility

As set forth in Section III.A.5.b of the text. Figure 3-11. T.O. IF-16C-1. entitled Low

Altitude Airstart Capability. shows that an F-16 in the green area of that chart will have

enough time to zoom from a low altitude and achieve an airstart (assuming 45 seconds

from the time of throttle advance until attaining usable thrust) before descending to the

recommended ejection altitude of 2.000 ft. As discussed in the text. this is more than

adequate time for the pilot to accomplish the largely automatic airstart procedures and

prepare for ejection. including finding a safe place for the airplane to crash after ejectioh.

PFS has also performed calculations. set forth in this appendix. as it did in Revision 0 of

this Report, based on Figure 3-10 . Low Altitude Zoom Capability.' Air Force Manual

T.O. IF-16C-I. and the Descent with Inoperative Engine Chart. Figure B6-3. Air Force

Manual T.O. I F- 1 6C-1-1. 2 As in Revision 0 of this Report. these calculations are based

on the zoom scenario described in the October 21. 1999 memorandum of Col. Ronald

Fly. USAF (Ret.) (Tab E).- PFS has revised its calculation of the zoom capability from

Revision 0 of this Report to take a more detailed look at the combination of speeds and

This Figure is the zoom chart for F-16s with General Electric (as opposed to Pratt & Whitnev) engines.
which are the tpe of F- 16s flown out of Hill AFB and on the UTTR. See note 19A in Reporn.

2 Fiaures 3-10 and B6-3 are at the end of this Tab.

Under this scenario. the pilot will initiate a climb in a 30-degree nose-high attitude until he reaches a
speed of 250 k-nots. At 250 knots. the pilot will initiate a push over after which the plane would lide at
approximately 210 knots. This scenario has been changed slightly in the current version of the Air Force
TO. IF-16C-1. p. 3-98. which now provides for the pilot to level offand decelerate at a speed of250 knots
until the jet fuel starter comes on. at which point the pilot may slow further to descend at the maximum
range or maximum endurance speed of the F-16 (Tab T). (The jet fuel starter is used to start the engine at
takeoff and it can also assist and facilitate mid-air restarts and is highly likely to come on.) PFS does not
have the information necessary to directly calculate the time aloft under the scenario set forth in the current
version of Air Force T.O. I F- I 6C- I. However. the time would be the same eneral ranae as that which
PFS has calculated assuming a climb until the aircraft would reach 210 knots followed by an immediate
descent. and it would not alter the conclusion that the pilot would have sufficient time to avoid the PFSF
(as is shown and confirmed by the Low Altitude Airstart Capability. Figure 3-11 of the current version of
T.O. discussed in the text of this Report).
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altitudes at which F-16s transit Skull Valley (and to applv a more conservative

interpretation of Figure 3-10 than it did in Revision O).4

These calculations, detailed below, corroborate the conclusions in the text of the Report

based on Figure 3-11. They show that. at the speeds and altitudes at which F-16s

normally transit Skull Valley. a pilot would have somewhere in the range of 1 to 2

minutes between the initial sign of trouble and the point at which the pilot would reach

the minimum recommended ejection altitude of 2.000 ft. AGL.

F-16 at 350 knots and 3.000 feet

Because F-16s normally transit Skull Valley on a southerly heading at 3.000 to 4.000 feet

AGL and 350 to 400 knots. PFS conservatively uses an altitude of 3.000 feet and a speed

of 350 knots as entering factors to deterrnine a Low Altitude Zoom Capability from

Figure 3-10. Air Force T.O. F-16C-I. This chart is used to find the height to which an F-

16 will zoom under various speed and altitude conditions. Using the factors of 350 knots

and 3.000 feet. a point is defined on the chart by reading the initial altitude of the aircraft

from the Y axis and the initial speed of the aircraft from the X axis. B interpolating

vertically between the 250 knots (dashed) lines labeled 4.000 and 6.000 feet above and

below that point. it may be determined that an aircraft vould zoom to a peak altitude of

4480 feet when reaching 250 knots. Using the 170 knot (solid) lines labeled 5.000 and

7.000 feet. by similar interpolation it may be seen that the aircraft would reach 5.735 feet

when achieving 170 knots. Since it is assumed that the pilot is striving to achieve a glide

speed of2 10 knots.: by another interpolation between these two derived altitudes. it mav

be determined that the aircraft would zoom to 5.107 feet (a gain of 2.107 feet).6

In Revision 0. PFS assumed that the altitude on the Figure 3-10 was reached at the point at which the
pilot starts to lower the nose of the aircraft and that the aircraft would continue to gain altitude as the plane
nosed over to its gliding attitude. This was in accordance with the note at the upper right comer of the
chart which says that the 30 degree climb in maintained until the relevant airspeed is reached. In these
calculations. PFS conservatively interprets the altitude on Figure 3- 10 as the peak altitude reached after the
aircraft has nosed over and reached its lidin2 attitude.

S See Tab E.

6 This calculation. as well as the other calculations in this Tab. assume that external ordnance and other
stores are jettisoned at the time ascent is initiated. which Col. Ronald Fly. USAF (Ret.) indicates is the
procedure. as opposed to waiting until the F-16 levels out upon reaching its gliding speed, as had been
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As an estimate of the time taken for the zoom in this case. the aircraft begins the zoom at

350 knots and ends at 210 knots, for an average airspeed of 280 knots indicated airspeed

(326 knots true airspeed) 7 or 550 feet per second. The aircraft achieves 30 degrees in the

zoom. Allowing for time to establish the climb and to push over (lover the nose) to level

out at the top. a 20 degree average climb is assumed. To gain 2.107 feet of altitude in a

20 degree climb. by geometry an aircraft must travel a distance of at least 6.160 feet. At

550 feet per second. this will take 11.2 seconds.

B' reference to the Descent with Inoperative Engine Chart. Figure B6-3. Air Force T.O.

I F- 1 6C- I - . a glide time from 5.107 feet AGL to 2.000 feet AGL (the recommended

ejection altitude) can be determined. Using a glide speed of 210 knots and a Gross

Weight of 26.000 pounds (dashed lines) and referencing the top part of the Figure labeled

Time to Descend. it mav be seen that an aircraft at 5.000 feet AGL in Skull Valley

(10.000 feet MSL) could glide for 1.75 minutes before reaching ground level (5.000 feet

MSL). The glide rate is thus 21 seconds per 1.000 feet of altitude lost.8 Therefore.

gliding from the peak altitude of 5.107 feet to the 2.000 foot ejection altitude (i.e.. 3.107

feet) would take 65.2 seconds.

The total climb and glide time back to the recommended ejection altitude is then 11.2 +

65.2 = 76.4 seconds. or I minute 16.4 seconds. wvhich is well above the minimum of 45

seconds showvn in Fiaure 3-11. As discussed in the text of the Report. the pilot steps

required to attempt restart of the engine are relatively simple since the airstart sequence is

largely automatic and would take only a fraction of the available time. leaving the pilot

with more than sufficient time to survey the terrain and avoid populated areas and

structures. as he is trained to do. before he reaches the 2.000 ft. ejection altitude.

assumed in PFS's August 13. 1999 submission. Without the drag of ordnance and external stores. the F- 16
is capable of zooming to a higher altitude.

7True airspeed is Indicated Airspeed adjusted for the effects of pressure altitude and temperature. True
airspeed is the actual airspeed through the air mass: indicated airspeed is what the pilot sees on his
instruments.

8 PFS had previously calculated in Revision 0 of this Report a descent ratio of 24 seconds per 1.000 feet on
the basis of its previous estimate of the weight of the F-16s in Skull Valley. PFS has adopted the more
conservative (and accurate) weight here in that F- I 6s transiting Skull Valley (with full internal fuel tanks)
would weigh somewhere in the range of 25.000 pounds.
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F-16 at 400 knots and 4.000 feet

Since as stated above. F-16s routinel transit Skull Valley at 3.000 to 4.000 feet AGL and

350 knots to 400 knots. to examine the other end of the normal range. calculations were

made with an airspeed of 400 knots at 4.000 feet AGL. In this case. assuming again that

the pilot would zoom to level at 210 knots. the aircraft would reach a peak altitude of

7.281 feet and this zoom would take 15.9 seconds. From this altitude. the aircraft would

glide back down to the 2.000 foot ejection altitude. osing 5.281 feet and taking 110.9

seconds. Thus. the total time for an aircraft at 400 knots and 4.000 feet to zoom and then

glide back down to ejection altitude of 2.000 ft. AGL is 15.9 + 110.9 = 126.8 seconds. or

2 minutes 6.8 seconds.

F-16 at 420 knots and 1.000 feet

Although the lowest altitude in Skull Valley (north of English Village on Dugway) at

which planes can fly is 1,000 feet. pilots do not routinely descend to 1.000 feet AGL

while transiting Skull Valley. Further. as discussed in the text of the Report. any F- 16

flving at 1.000 feet AGL would be flying at a faster speed. for operational considerations.

at a minimum speed of 420 knots. The higher airspeeds pilots normally flv at the 1.000

feet AGL altitude coincidentally increase the aircraft's zoom capability and resultant

time. Using 420 knots and 1,000 feet AGL in parallel calculations to those above. it may

be determined that an F- 16 would zoom to a peak altitude of 4.448 feet when achieving

210 knots. and this zoom would take 16.3 seconds. The gliding descent to 2.000 feet

would take 51.4 seconds. Thus. the total climb and glide time would be 16.3 + 51 .4 =

67.7 seconds or I minute 7.7 seconds. or in the same range as for a plane flying at 350

knots at 3.000 feet AGL.

F-16 at 350 knots and 1.000 ft.

In the remote event that a pilot were to be at 1,000 feet and only 350 knots. which is very

unlikely given that pilots flying at this altitude are normally flying faster (420 to 480 kts)

for operational reasons. the pilot would jettison stores and zoom as in other cases. In this

case. however. the pilot would aim for a speed of about 190 to give maximum endurance
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(time to assess and correct the problem) in this low altitude situation. Assuming he is

aiming for 190 knots. he could achieve a peak altitude of 3.335 ft. To do this. he would

travel at least 6.827 feet at an average speed of 270 knots indicated airspeed (13 knots

true airspeed or 529 ft./sec.) and take 12.9 seconds.

At an altitude of 3.35 feet and 190 knots with an estimated gross weight of 26.000

pounds. the aircraft will glide back to 2.000 feet in 28.0 seconds. Thus. the total time

from initiation of the zoom to peak altitude and back down to the 2.000 foot

recommended ejection altitude would be 40.9 seconds. This calculation is close to but

slightly less than the minimum 45 plus seconds for the initial condition of 350 knots at

1.000 ft. AGL derived from Figure 3-11. Low Altitude Airstart Capability. set out in the

current version of the Air Force T.O. I F- 1 6C- 1.

Thus. even in this unlikely scenario of being at 1.000 feet and only 350 knots. the pilot

would have sufficient time to assess the geographic area and find a safe place to abandon

the aircraft if an airstart is unsuccessful. 9

Conclusions

The above calculations show that at the speeds at which the F-]6s normally transit Skull

Valley, a pilot would have more than a minute in w hich to react and take action to avoid

the PFSF. These calculations are in accordance wvith Fi2ure 3-11. Low Altitude Airstart

Capability, which as discussed in the text of the Report. shows that the initial condition

combinations of 350 knots at 3.000 ft AGL. 400 knots at 4.000 ft. AGL. and 420 knots at

1.000 ft AGL are all substantially in the green area. showing that the pilot has sufficient

time to zoom. start his engine and achieve usable thrust before reaching the minimum

recommended ejection altitude. therefore indicating that he would also have time to

assess the geographic situation and tum to avoid the PFSF or other inhabited areas in the

This calculation differs somewhat from what PFS had previously calculated for an aircraft at 350 knots
and 1,000 feet in Revision 0 of this report because of PFS's use of a more conservative interpretation of
Figure -10. Low Altitude Zoom Capability. Furthermore in this retard. as discussed above. PFS's
calculated time aloft for 1000 ft. AGL at 350 knots in the text of this appendix is somew hat less than that
shown on the Low Altitude Airstart Capability. Figure 3-11 of the current version of T.O.. which reflects
the conservatism of PFS's calculations.



event the, engine were not starting. Indeed, as noted above. even assuming the unlikely

scenario of traveling at 350 knots at 1.000 feet AGL within Skull Valley. both Figure 3-

11 and the calculation above show that the pilot will have sufficient time to assess the

geographic situation and turn to avoid the PFSF or other inhabited area.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
I4EOUAK^tS M COMBATf COMMANOD

LALGIY AI FORCE BASF, VIRGINA

1S Jan 2000

MEMORANDUM FOR JACK COLE, R, BGEN, USAF, (Ret)

FROM: HQ ACC/SE
175 Sweeney Blvd.
Langley AFB VA 23665-2700

SUBJECT: Immediate Ejection History for F-16 Aircraft

1. I am unable to locate quandfable data regardng the need for immediate ejections for
F-16 aircrat Howeve, it scs occasions for immediate ejects are rare in the F-16.
According to your dfnition, an immediate ejection would be defined as the pilot having
no time to point the airaft away from populated area As fir as I can telL in most
cases, apilot will normally have enough time in the F-16 to tum the aircraft away from
populated are prior to ejection, but again, I have no direct data to bear that out.

2. It is possible that a catastrophic situation coud axise that may require m immediate
ejection, such as a midair collision whcre flight cotrols are damaged and the pilot is
unable to control the aircraft While it is dificult to predict such an occurrence, these
situations are consided rarc, and military operating areas a normally over spmsely
populated regions to help midgate associated rik.

3. If more information is required, please let me kow.

Colonel, USAF
Chief of Safety

044d 5POW-g-t 910% angslaa
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TAB Y

CRASH IMPACT RISK POSED BY OPERATIONS ON THE UTTR

A. Introduction

PFS has reviewed the likelihood that crashes involving aircraft conducting air-to-air

combat training on the UTTR. in which the pilot does not maintain control of the aircraft,

would result in an impact at the PFSF. As previously set forth in Section IV of the

Report, the aggressive maneuvering on the UTTR most likely to result in an accident in

which a pilot does not maintain control of the aircraft occurs toward the center of the

restricted area ranges. not near the edges. This was stated as a qualitative conservatism in

PFS's February 2, 2000 Revision I of the Report, but PFS did not attempt at that time to

quantifv this conservatism.

As indicated in Tab H. however, Brig. Gen. James L. Cole, USAF (Ret.), Maj. Gen.

Wavne 0. Jefferson, USAF (Ret.), and Col. Ronald E. Fly, USAF (Ret.) have reviewed

for PFS the recently obtained AFI 51-503 Aircraft Accident Investigation Reports for F-

16s that were destroyed in special inflight operations from fiscal year 1989 to fiscal vear

1998. Their assessment confirms that accidents occurring during special inflight

operations in which a pilot does not maintain control of the aircraft are those involving

aggressive maneuvering. According to Col. Fly. such maneuvering occurs toward the

center of the restricted area on the UTTR. Based on this additional pertinent information

and the fact that aggressive maneuvering does not take place near the boundary of the

restricted area on the UTTR (which PFS describes in Section IV of the Report), PFS is

now able to revise its calculation to quantify in part the qualitative conservatism in its

previously calculated probability that a crash during aircraft operations on the UTTR

would impact the PFSF. Although quantified in part, PFS's calculated probability still

remains highly conservative. As a practical matter, the probability of an aircraft on the

UTTR impacting the PFSF in the event of a crash is virtually zero for the reasons set

forth below and in the Report.

I



B. Aircraft With the Potential to Strike the PFSF from the UTTR

The following analysis shows that the virtually all of the accidents on the UTTR in which

a pilot would not maintain control of the aircraft would occur during high-stress.

aggressive maneuvering which takes place towards the center of the restricted area

ranges. as opposed to near the edge of the ranges near the PFSF. Between FY89 and

FY98. 35 aircraft were destroyed in Special Inflight Operations accidents in which the

pilot was assessed as not able to avoid a fixed ground site. See Table 2 at the end of Tab

H. The analysis broke down these 35 losses by cause and the results are tabulated

below. Explanations of each categorv follow the table.

Special Infligbt Operations Accidents in Which A
Pilot Could Not Have Avoided A Ground Facility FY89 to FY98

Midair Collision When aircraft are engaged in aggressive combat maneuver training,

such as air-to-air intercept or close-in dogfighting, the risk of a collision is greatlv

increased. Since, as a matter of safety. these activities take place near the center of the

restricted area ranges, these accidents are unlikely to occur near the edge of a restricted

area. When a collision occurs. both of the aircraft involved are damaged and one or both

may be destroyed. In the accident reports PFS reviewed, there were 5 accidents in which

2

Cause Number of F-16s Destroved

Midair Collision 12

G-induced Loss of Consciousness 6
(GLOC)

Departed Controlled flight 4

Spatial Disorientation/Loss of
Situational Awareness

Collision with the ground 8

Total 35



2 aircraft each were destroyed' and 3 where only one aircraft was destroyed. In the latter

3 cases. the remaining aircraft was able to be flown back to a base for landing. In each

case, the mid-air occurred during the aggressive combat maneuver training phase of the

flights. Such maneuvering occurs toward the center of the restricted area ranges or well

out over water. Moreover, in none of the Special Inflight Operations accident cases

reviewed was the destroved aircraft able to fly or glide any appreciable distance before

impacting the ground or water. In the only accident report presenting quantitative data

(because the accident happened on an instrumented range), the crashing aircraft fell

laterally a measured distance of about two miles after a midair collision at approximately

19.000 ft. AGL. The seven other midair reports are not as specific, but use similar

language in describing how the aircraft fell to the ground (e.g., nose-low spiral, flat spin,

inverted with low forward velocity. etc.).

GLOC (G-induced Loss of Consciousness) GLOC occurs when the pilot pulls so many

G forces (I G is equal to I times the force of normal gravity) while maneuvering that.

even with his protective devices and good physical condition. he no longer retains

consciousness, and in his blacked out state, cannot control the aircraft or recognize his

danger. Based on Col. Fly's experience as an F-16 flight instructor and an academic

instructor responsible for teaching the physiological impacts of flying a high-performance

jet fighter, it typically takes 20 to 30 seconds from the time a pilot becomes unconscious

until he has regained consciousness and completed his mental reorganization to where he

is fully cognizant of where he is and what is happening.? This 20 to 30 second time

interval is based on the testing of pilots under GLOC conditions using a centrifuge and is

the time frame on which pilots are instructed to expect to be incapacitated by GLOC.3

The aircraft flight parameters (climbing, diving. airspeed. bank angle, altitude, etc.) will

1 Nine F-16s were destroved. In one of the mid-air collisions. one of airplanes destroyed was a F-15. which
went into a flat, level spin after the collision.

2 Upon the pilot becoming unconscious, the pilot will cease acting on the controls of the plane and the G
forces on the plane will return to 1.

3 The accident report for the February 28. 1994 accident states that 4 seconds is the "average time of total
GLOC incapacitation," which is in the middle of the 20 to 30 second time frame taught by Col. Fly as an
instructor.
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determine whether the pilot will have time to regain consciousness and resume flying the

aircraft or else impact the ground prior to his regaining consciousness. The six accident

reports reflect that all of the GLOC-induced accidents occurred during stressful

maneuvering during air-to-air combat training. Because that kind of training and

maneuvering takes place near the center of the restricted area ranges on the UTTR while

practicing air-to-air engagements, GLOC-induced accidents would occur there rather than

near the edge of the ranges. In addition, since GLOC is a temporary condition. even an

aircraft going the speed of sound in level flight (approximately 10 miles per minute)

would only travel about 5 miles in the 20-30 seconds the pilot was incapacitated, which is

not far enough to reach the PFSF from near the center of the restricted area ranges where

GLOC-induced accidents would occur. Moreover, for an aircraft that impacted the

ground, part of the distance traveled would be in the vertical rather than the horizontal

direction, thereby shortening the horizontal distance traveled.

Further, the six GLOC-induced accident reports reflect that five of the accidents

occurred while the plane was in a high speed, steep angle dive4 and one occurred during a

high G descending turn at low altitude. Therefore, the reported GLOC accidents crashed

in near proximity to the onset of GLOC and would not have threatened the PFSF from

near the center of the range where the GLOC-induced accidents would occur.

Departed Controlled Flight In these accidents the pilot simply loses control of the aircraft

while maneuvering near the edge of the plane's aerodynamic flight envelope or practicing

familiarization and recovery procedures, such as in Horn Awareness Recovery Training

Series (HARTS), where the pilot is taught to recognize and recover from these borderline

flight conditions after being warned of the conditions by a horn. Departure from

controlled flight can also result from aggressive maneuvering during combat training. By

definition, the aircraft is no longer in control and falls steeply to the ground. All four

reports for this type of accident indicated that they either involved HARTS training or

aggressive combat training. Because such activities are normally planned to occur at the

' Of these five accidents, the terminal flight conditions for four of the accidents were described by the pilot
or witnessed by other pilots. With respect to the fifth accident. there were no eye witnesses, but the impact
angle estimated in the report from the circumstances of the accident was 600 or more.
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center of the range area, this category of accident poses no threat to facilities off the

range, such as the PFSF.

Spatial Disorientation/Loss of Situational Awareness These accidents occur basically

when the pilot cannot tell which way is up, usually because of loss of outside references

to the horizon. It nornally happens in conjunction with cloud cover or other poor

visibility but also occurs in maneuvering flight because the pilot has focused on another

aircraft or a ground target to the exclusion of an awareness of the airspace around him.

When this happens, the pilot is at risk of losing control of the aircraft. The reports

confirm that all five of this type of accident occurred during practice air-to-air

engagements (3) or near a ground target (2). Hence, this condition is not likely to happen

on the UTTR in the vicinity of the PFSF since pilots fly under visual flight rules (clear of

clouds) on the UTTR while practicing air-to-air combat and because the high demand

activities like air-to-air training and ground attack training that might result in a pilot

focusing on one or two factors at the expense of his overall situational awareness do not

take place near the edge of the range.

Collision with the Ground This category of accident occurs when aircraft are training in

air-to-air low level intercepts, air-to-ground attack, or other low level maneuvering and

the pilot makes a mistake and hits the ground. The accident reports confirm that all

accidents of this type occurred during aggressive or stressful maneuvering. In such an

accident, the aircraft obviously will not glide further. Since low level maneuvering and

air-to-ground attack are not practiced near the edges of the restricted area ranges on the

UTTR near the PFSF, this category of accident is unlikely to pose a hazard to the PFSF.

Thus, analysis of the types of accidents which occur in Special Inflight Operations in

which the pilot does not retain control of the aircraft shows that few to none of them

would pose a significant hazard to a facility, such as the PFSF, located outside the edges

of the restricted areas. The accident reports show that virtually all the accidents occurred

during aggressive maneuvering. On the UTTR, such maneuvering occurs towards the

center of the restricted areas, not near the edges. This, coupled with the observation that

when the pilot does retain control of his aircraft after an incident leading to a crash, he

j



invariably steers the aircraft away from ground structures and populated areas, means that

F-16 operations on the UTTR pose very little. if anv, risk to che PFSF.
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Tab Z

CRASH RATE FOR LARGE CARGO AIRCRAFT ON IR420

To calculate the crash rate per mile of the large military cargo aircraft that fly on military airway

IR-420, PFS has reviewed and evaluated U.S. Air Force Aircraft Accident Investigation Reports

for destroyed large military cargo aircraft for FY89 to FY98. PFS elected to use destroyed

aircraft rather than Class A or Class B mishaps as the basis for this calculation because it was the

most relevant data for the calculation of crash rates for large. multi-engine cargo aircraft. Data

over the last 10 years indicate that the crash rate for large cargo aircraft flying on IR-420 should

be zero, in that no large cargo aircraft were destroyed in that period in conditions under which

large cargo aircraft on IR-420 fly. To account for the hypothetical possibility that an aircraft on

IR-420 could crash, however. PFS has used for IR-420 the large commercial aircraft crash rate

from NUREG-0800 of 4 x I -10 crashes per mile.

There were 13 Class A and 15 Class B mishaps involving large cargo aircraft (C-5, C-l0 (and

KC-10), C-17 and C-141) from FY89 to FY98, for a total of 28 mishaps. In the 13 Class A

mishaps, however, only 6 aircraft were destroyed. (No aircraft were destroyed in the Class B

mishaps.) Class A or a Class B mishap can easily occur in a large multi-engine cargo aircraft

without a consequent crash due to the redundancies in the aircraft systems, most particularly

extra engines to power the aircraft to a landing field in the event of a problem. Such mishaps

where no aircraft is destroyed pose no threat to a facility on the ground because the pilot

necessarily retains control of the aircraft such that it did not crash. Even in a rare circumstance

in which a pilot could avoid a crash because of proximity to an airport at which he could make

an emergency landing, the pilot would necessarily maintain control of the aircraft such that he

could direct it away from a large lighted facility on the ground, such as the PFSF, even at night.

For example, on 5 April 1991, a KC- 10 experienced a catastrophic failure of its number 2 engine at 22,000 ft. MSL
on departure from Moron Air Base, Spain. The airplane experienced violent to severe airframe buffet. The pilot
declared an emergency and returned to land at Moron with a total flight time of 41 minutes. The amount of time
shows that the pilot could have avoided a specific ground site even if he had not been able to reach an airport.
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PFS obtained the Air Force Aircraft Accident Investigation Reports for each of the mishaps in

which large cargo aircraft were destroyed as a result of flight operations over the period from

FY89 to FY98 (10 years). There were 6 aircraft destroyed during this period. As shown below.

however, none of the aircraft were destroyed under conditions that would exist on IR-420 and

hence none of the accidents are applicable in deriving a crash rate for aircraft flying on IR-420.

Of the 6 aircraft destroyed, I was a C-5 aircraft:

29 Aug 90: Destroyed on Takeoff. The aircraft crashed approximately 7-10

seconds after lift-off from the runway.

There were 5 C-I 41 aircraft destroyed as a result of flight operations during this same period. as

listed below:

21 Feb 89:

30Nov92:

23 Mar 94:

13 Sept 97:

Crashed 2.6 miles from the runway during landing approach in a

thunderstorm.

Midair collision (2-C141s destroyed) during formation air

refueling operations on a moonless night.

A parked C- 41 was destroyed when it was hit by another aircraft

which crashed during landing.

A C-141 was destroyed in a midair collision with a German cargo

plane over the South Atlantic Ocean well off the coast of Africa.

There was no radar coverage or control in the area and flight

services from air traffic controllers from several nearby African

nations were poor to non-existent. (For flights on IR-420, the

aircraft would be under radar control from either Salt Lake Air

Traffic Control Center or Clover Control).
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There were no C- Os (or KC-1 Os) nor C- 7s destroyed during this time frame.

It is the considered judgment of Maj. Gen. Wayne O. Jefferson, USAF (Ret.), a former B-52

wing commander, that none of these aircraft were destroyed under conditions that would in any

way be consistent with conditions encountered by flights on IR-420 to and from Michael Army

Airfield.

Hence, the 10 year empirical crash rate for such aircraft under the flight conditions encountered

on IR-420 is zero.

Because there were no relevant destroyed aircraft during the period. even with a very large

number of flying hours, PFS finds it conservative to use the previously established NUREG-

0800 crash rate for large commercial aircraft of 4.0 x 10-10.
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